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These are the top two "STOP" items summarized from the group posters
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Stop discrimination by placing out of country students two grade levels below when they are college ready
Stop bullying, racism, disrespect and discrimination toward non-English speakers and have supervision
Stop employing teachers who don't love their profession and implement racism and bullying
Stop the bullying and fights being cell phone recorded
Stop counting students tardy for arriving 5-10 minutes late
Stop discouraging students from appropriate free speech - especially when teacher is wrong
Stop hiring non-Spanish speaking receptionists and educators whose hearts are not in the profession
Stop serving hot dogs and hamburgers for lunch and improve meals
Stop marijuana and other drugs
Stop selecting students for magnet schools by lottery.  They should be selected based on skill-set
Stop making kids do their work during lunch and yelling at them so they may eat and enjoy their food
Stop teachers from just paying attention to students who are more advanced
Stop having unsafe bus pickups and crowded buses
Stop unexcused absences and have some flexibility
Stop corporal punishment
Stop sending sick kids to school and putting them with healthy kids
Stop separating GT kids at Carver and keep them at their home campus to challenge all 
Stop math homework and not giving feedback on homework
Stop stressing students out about exams and constant focus on memorizing instead of solving
Stop the rules of collective punishment. (Punishing whole class for one student's misbehavior)
Stop discrimination against Hispanics
Stop dropping kids off the bus without any parents at the bus stop
Stop having employees make promises for things they cannot do


